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Foreword from the Police and Crime Commissioner

S

ince being elected Police and Crime Commissioner for
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough in May 2016, I have
been, and continue to be, proud to represent the people of
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. Equally I am proud of
Cambridgeshire Constabulary. Through spending time out on
the frontline, I have witnessed first-hand the hard work and
dedication of the Constabulary’s staﬀ and oﬃcers to provide a
public service that keeps the county safe. I am particularly
pleased that in 2018 I was able to appoint Nick Dean as Chief
Constable for Cambridgeshire Constabulary. Nick brings with
him a wealth of policing experience, with a clear and strong
focus on having an eﬀective neighbourhood policing presence
in Cambridgeshire.

Jason Ablewhite
Police and Crime Commissioner

Demand for our
services remains high,
with the resources we
have we must focus on
those issues that cause
the most harm to people
living within our
communities.
4

Modern policing has changed and will inevitably continue to
change and bring with it diﬀerent and complex challenges.
Demand on policing continues to grow. Our police oﬃcers now
have to spend more time tackling ‘hidden crimes’ such as
domestic abuse, child sexual exploitation and modern day
slavery. They also spend time helping those in mental health
crisis, all of which means resources can be stretched. Added to
that, our county’s population is set to rise by 20% by 2031
therefore it is vital we have enough resources in place to police
our county.
The Constabulary cannot tackle these challenges alone. Since
my Police and Crime Plan was first launched in 2017, I have had
the opportunity to work with partners to seize opportunities and
find solutions to meet the needs of our many and diverse
communities.

through collaboration and new technology. The police never
work in isolation. We need to continue to think innovatively
about how we work with others to provide the public with
eﬀective, joined up services and move away from crisis
management to prevention and support, particularly in the area
of supporting people from re-oﬀending.
Over the past two years, I have worked hard to progress the four
strategic themes of my Police and Crime Plan, published in
March 2017: victims, oﬀenders, communities, and
transformation. My Plan was not developed in isolation and
continues to reflect policing priorities.
I also work with partner organisations locally, regionally and
nationally, to be able to influence the way public organisations
work together, ensuring work is joined up and considers the
“big picture” rather than just the work of individual
organisations.
I spend time regularly out and about meeting members of the
public where they live and work and understand that what
people want to see is increased visibility. With public support
over the last two years, I am pleased that we have been able to
increase Police Oﬃcer numbers, with 1,496 police oﬃcers being
budgeted for 2019/20.
In the face of increasingly complex economic and social
pressures, however, it is important that we are not complacent.
With such a professional and committed number of oﬃcers and
staﬀ within the Constabulary, I am proud to say we are ready to
meet those challenges.

When I became Police and Crime Commissioner, I said that we
needed to think and act diﬀerently about the way we work
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Foreword from the Chief Constable

O

n joining Cambridgeshire Constabulary as Chief
Constable in September 2018, I have been impressed by
the dedicated, diligent and professional oﬃcers, staﬀ
and volunteers who work hard every day to keep the people of
the county safe.
On coming into the role, I spent a significant amount of my time
listening to people – staﬀ within the organisation, colleagues in
partner agencies and members of the public - the people we
serve - to really understand what they want from their police
service and how we can work with them to continue to build
trust and confidence in the community.

Nick Dean
Chief Constable
Cambridgeshire Constabulary

We can't solve all
problems on our own and
we will always need the
public's help to fight
crime and tackle issues
in the community.

Being visible in our communities means diﬀerent things to
diﬀerent people. To some it's being out on the streets patrolling
their neighbourhood, but to others it's reading about successful
prosecutions in the local media, or following our day to day
policing activity on social media.
Overwhelmingly though, what true visibility means is not only
to be able to react and deal with problems when they happen,
but to work with our partners and community to prevent crime
in the first place.
We need to eﬀectively and eﬃciently deal with all kinds of
demand in a timely and dutiful manner, from supporting victims
or people who require our help, in particular the most
vulnerable in society, to ensuring we tackle criminality to bring
oﬀenders to justice. The changing nature of crime and demand
means we have to prioritise how we deal with all incidents,
focusing on the highest harm and the greatest threat yet at the
same time balancing the need to be able to respond to such
incidents which we know have a real impact on people’s quality
of life.

While we know budgets continue to be a challenge – both for
policing and our other public sector partners – I see this as a
great opportunity. From regularly reviewing our resources to
make sure we are using them in the best way we can, to
working in collaboration with other police forces, partner
organisations and communities bringing together what we
have to be more eﬀective for the public we serve. We will
continue to make sure we spend every penny as eﬀectively we
can to help us deliver the highest quality of service.
Our public confidence levels are good, but we are not
complacent. We can't solve all problems on our own and we will
always need the public's help to fight crime and tackle issues in
the community, so we are working hard to build relationships
and partnerships on all levels.
While I don't believe the journey we will go on will be easy, I am
confident that by working together we can continue to keep
Cambridgeshire one of the safest counties to live, work and visit.
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Policing Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
reSOurCeS

Our COunTy

In Cambridgeshire, oﬃcer numbers have fallen 8% since
2010 compared to the national average of 12% 1

The force
area covers

1,309
square miles

largely rural county
with major cities
of Cambridge and
Peterborough

Population of

800,000 has
increased 13%
in 10 years

76% of Police oﬃcers are frontline
£16.1 million has been saved between 2013/14 – 2016/17

highly diverse
population with
over 100

languages
spoken

18.6% of
the population
are non-white
British

Population
includes

25,000
students

Crime has
reduced by

8.4% in
Cambridgeshire
since 2010

Policing costs 43p a day per person compared to a
national average of 55p – Cambridgeshire Constabulary
is the cheapest force outside London

On A TyPICAl dAy In CAmBrIdgeShIre...
one

There is
oﬃcer on duty
for every

Oﬃcers will make

34 arrests.
1.5 of these will

1,849 people

be for sexual

living in the force
area 2

oﬀences

6

Amongst other crimes,
oﬃcers will deal with –
6 dwelling burglaries
66 thefts
9 thefts from a motor vehicle
2 thefts of a motor vehicle
30 violence crimes
1 robbery, and
4 sexual oﬀences including
1 rape

They will issue

4 cautions,
one Penalty
Notice for
Disorder and
one Cannabis
Warning

300 calls to

466

133 crimes

999 and

incidents are
recorded

are reported

1000 calls
to 101 are
received
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AS Well AS deAlIng WITh
CrIme eACh dAy, OFFICerS WIll...
Respond to 21 incidents flagged as being
associated with people with mental health issues

Respond to 8 missing person
reports. 5 will be classified as high/
medium risk, each of which will take an
average of 18 hours of police time

OngOIng demAnd
In addition, to
reacting to calls for
service from the
public, on a typical
day the police will
also be undertaking
proactive work to
safeguard the public

troubled families programme

Supporting

Attend 7

road traﬃc collisions where there

were casualties. Undertake

33 breath tests

Carry out 9 stop and searches3. Of these 5 are drugs related.
Of the 9 stop and searches, one will result in an arrest
Deal with 62 ASB incidents

1
2
3

1245
families enrolled in the
Supporting

Managing

1385

761 sexual

cases where domestic

and violent oﬀenders

abuse victims were
discussed at Multi-Agency
Risk Assessment
Conferences

under Multi-Agency Public
Protection Arrangements in
partnership with other local
bodies

Supporting

766 children
and young people
subject to a Child
Protection Plan

Mental health is a contributory factor
in one in seven calls for service

29,218 victims known to the police

A third of victims live in most deprived areas

Source: Home oﬃce Statistics, Police Workforce, england and Wales: 31 March 2015, table 2 and 3. 1,347 full time equivalent (fte) Police oﬃcers 31 March 2016 compared to 1,471 31 March 2010.
using the fte number of police oﬃcers in Cambridgeshire as at the end of March 2016 (Source: Hr) (divided by 3 as a proxy for shifts). this was divided into the population of Cambridgeshire (Source: iQuanta, forcesight, Mid-2014 Population estimates based on the 2011 Census).
each stop and search is estimated to take 15 minutes (a government estimate but no source) to complete – that’s 135 minutes or 2.25 hrs per day.

Statements about demand based on data recorded in the rolling 12 months to March 2016.
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What people say
The types of crime that people are most concerned about:

The things people would like the police to prioritise:

5 House burglary
5 road safety – including speeding, drink driving and dangerous driving
5 General anti-social behaviour
5 Criminal damage, vandalism
5 Cybercrime/internet enabled crime

5 More local policing to increase police visibility
5 Bringing oﬀenders to justice
5 road safety – including speeding, drink driving and dangerous driving
5 House burglary
5 General anti-social behaviour

(based on 3,489 responses to survey)

(based on 3,489 responses to survey)

‘The use of technology should
spread to allow a linking up of
databases to combat crimes
and to support the growing
concern of cybercrime’

ore in
ublic m ill be
p
e
h
t
involve ost people w
ore
‘Try to
rime. m if Police are m
c
g
in
t
figh
help
e’
kely to
esourc
more li
g this r
in
s
u
active in

‘more visible policing and
keeping on top of antisocial behaviour’

8

‘I strongly believe that because of the general
good will among law abiding citizens, in the main,
the public want to assist the local Police
particularly with burglary and anti-social
behaviour. The use of CCTV and easier access to
named Police personnel would aid in that process’

email. It is very
‘Keep the e-cops
when there have
helpful to know
l
thefts. We can al
been a spate of
about spotting
be more vigilant
ing things and
crimes and keep
people safe’

‘I be
job w lieve the
Pol
ith
need limited ice do a
reso
goo
mor
thr
d
urc
e
gov ough th funding es. They
ernm
e Co
eith
u
e
Polic ent gran ncil Tax r
e Oﬃ
or
ts to
in
cer n
umb crease
ers’

‘have a bette
r website, mo
re
information an
d more intera
ctive.
have a better
online presen
ce and
engagement
processes. Be
h
onest
about not bei
ng able to do
everything an
d that some th
ings are
not priorities
and will not b
e
actioned’
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Police and Crime Plan – Community Safety and Criminal Justice
VISIOn

STrATegIC Theme

AIm

ShAred OuTCOme

Deliver a victim
first approach

Victims and witnesses are
placed at the heart of the
criminal justice system
and have access to clear
pathways of support

reduce re-oﬀending

Oﬀenders are brought
to justice and are less
likely to reoﬀend

Victims
Safeguarding the
vulnerable

Oﬀenders

Working
together to keep
Cambridgeshire
safe

Attacking criminality

Communities
Preventing crime
reassuring the public

Transformation
Achieving best use
of resources

Communities have
confidence in how we
respond to their needs

Support safer and
stronger communities

ensure value for money
for tax payers now and
in the future

We deliver improved
outcomes and savings
through innovation and
collaboration

Four year strategic plan for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough

Police and Crime Plan 2017-20 – Community Safety and Criminal Justice l Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
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Victims
ShAred OuTCOme: Victims and witnesses are placed at the heart of the criminal justice system
and have access to clear pathways of support
AIm: Deliver a victim first approach

T

he needs of victims and witnesses must remain
central to the work of criminal justice agencies in
Cambridgeshire.

When they report a crime to the police they must be treated with
respect and provided with the best service possible. Clearly we want
to ensure that victim satisfaction levels remain high as this measure
is one way we can check on the service provided – but it isn’t just
about numbers. it is about ensuring victims and witnesses are kept
safe, given regular updates on their case and seamlessly supported
throughout their experience. the new Victim and Witness Hub is
already leading the way on this. the Code of Practice for Victims of
Crime sets out the minimum standard of service which victims
should receive. in particular the right for a victim to make a personal

impact statement and have it read out in court.
the Commissioner also has a statutory duty to ensure an ‘eﬀective
and eﬃcient criminal justice system’ and is committed to
championing the needs of victims within the system. Practices
across the whole system in Cambridgeshire need to be reviewed to
consider how they impact onto victims and witnesses.
it is also crucial that victims receive the emotional and practical
support they need to cope and recover. the Commissioner has
responsibility for commissioning these services which must be easy
to access, cost eﬀective and responsive to the changing needs of the
victim. this includes restorative justice which is oﬀered to all victims
allowing them the opportunity to understand their oﬀender’s
motivation. Support must also be available for victims of anti-social
behaviour who need it.
Agencies must work in partnership across the county to understand
how they can prevent people, in particular those who are vulnerable,
becoming victims in the first place. in particular the Commissioner
and the Constabulary are already leading conversations with the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group to
highlight the importance of continuing to improve the multi-agency
response to keeping people in mental health crisis safe. the police
often become the first response in such situation – work must
continue to ensure such people receive the right care at the right
time and from the right service.

10

The Victim
and Witness Hub
routinely provides
support to a third
of all those who
report they have
been a victim
of crime in
Cambridgeshire.
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Victims Objectives
The police respond to an
individual’s immediate
needs and safeguard them
from potential future
victimisation

Victims and witnesses of
crime can access appropriate
and proportionate needsled emotional and practical
support at all stages of the
Criminal Justice System
process

Victims and witnesses
are treated with respect
and their needs are
acknowledged during the
criminal justice process

PrIOrITIeS FOr ACTIOn
5 ensure that victims from the three priority groups (serious crime, persistently
targeted and vulnerable or intimidated) are identified and provided with an
appropriate response based on their level of risk at the initial point of contact.

5 ensure support services for victims and witnesses are commissioned in a cost
eﬃcient way, have clear referral pathways and handovers between agencies as
individuals’ needs change.

5 reduce the impact of anti-social behaviour by ensuring victims receive a
proportionate response that is tailored to their needs.

5 Develop a countywide partnership response to reduce the harm, risks and
costs of domestic abuse, child abuse and exploitation (including child sexual
exploitation), serious sexual oﬀences, traﬃcking and modern day slavery and
‘Violence Against Women and Girls’ which keeps victims safe from future
victimisation.

5 ensure victims of crime receive a consistently high quality investigation.
5 review processes so people in mental health crisis receive the right care at the
right time and from the right service.
5 Continue to develop services to enable victims and witnesses to be seamlessly
supported through the criminal justice process wherever they live in the
county. for example victims of burglary and other serious crime will always be
visited by a police oﬃcer.

5 oﬀer victims of crime the opportunity to ask to meet their oﬀender in a
restorative justice conference at a time that is right for them.
5 ensure that when Criminal Justice System processes are reviewed the impact
on victims and witnesses is considered.

Police and Crime Plan 2017-20 – Community Safety and Criminal Justice l Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
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Oﬀenders
ShAred OuTCOme: oﬀenders are brought to justice and are less likely to re-oﬀend
AIm: reduce re-oﬀending
ationally crime levels have fallen over the last twenty years.
However, the nature of crime has changed from high volume
burglary and vehicle crime to previously ‘hidden’ crimes like
child sexual exploitation, sexual violence, domestic abuse, as well as
online fraud and cybercrime.

N

the Constabulary receives around 30,000 calls for service each
month and there were 49,738 reports of crime in the year ending
June 2016. in 2012 it was estimated that more than 50,000 people
living in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough aged 10 – 65 years could
have committed some sort of oﬀence in the previous 12 months.

this has also been reflected in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.
Despite recent rises in levels of recorded crime, believed to be driven
by improved recording practices, the overall crime rate for
Cambridgeshire remains lower than previously. However, more
locally there is a mixed picture with pressures resulting from crime
levels in some areas.

tackling and investigating crime so that oﬀenders are brought to
justice, while ensuring the best outcomes for victims, is clearly a core
policing role. Police resources are available at a local, regional and
national level. A programme to improve crime investigation is
underway.
An integrated approach is needed from statutory and voluntary
sector agencies to prevent crime in the first place. the causes of
criminality must be addressed to make people less likely to re-oﬀend
so that there are less victims in the future. this includes addressing
longstanding issues such as drug and alcohol misuse, health needs,
employment, training and education and accommodation.

Police powers
enable us to deal
with oﬀenders.
We must also focus
on rehabilitation
and addressing
the causes of
someone’s oﬀending
behaviour.

for the most complex oﬀenders a partnership approach is needed to
protect local communities.
the Commissioner is responsible for holding the Constabulary to
account, while respecting the Chief Constable’s operational
independence.

12
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Oﬀenders Objectives
Police enforcement
disrupts oﬀenders and
deters would-be
oﬀenders

Oﬀenders are brought
to justice while
ensuring the best
outcomes for victims

All agencies coming
into contact with
oﬀenders ensure they
address the causes of
criminality

A partnership
approach will be taken
that protects local
communities from crime
and manages the most
complex oﬀenders

PrIOrITIeS FOr ACTIOn
5 ensure that police investigations deal eﬀectively with oﬀenders while
ensuring the best outcomes for victims.
5 use a partnership approach to tackle crimes which are of greatest concern to
the public such as violent, drink and drug related crime, burglary and rural
crime.
5 improve partnership working to ensure resilience of services and eﬀective and
eﬃcient action to address long-term causes of oﬀending such as health
issues, housing, drug and alcohol misuse, education, employment and
training.
5 ensure that the Criminal Justice System sees reducing re-oﬀending as a key
part of its work.
5 Support preventative and early intervention approaches to divert young
people and adults away from oﬀending and re-oﬀending.

5 Protect local communities from those people who present a risk of serious
harm to them through eﬀective and eﬃcient oﬀender management and
partnership working.
5 Hold the responsible authorities to account for meeting their duties to protect
their local communities from crime and to help people feel safer.
5 Work with the voluntary sector and other partners to enable the rehabilitation
of oﬀenders.
5 review current performance management systems to ensure re-oﬀending
data is captured and monitored eﬀectively so that progress can be reviewed.
5 Contribute to national policing needs as set out in the Strategic Policing
requirement including counter-terrorism, serious and organised crime, cyber
security, public order, civil emergencies and child sexual abuse.

5 increase the range of environments in which restorative justice is used to
improve victim satisfaction and reduce re-oﬀending.

Police and Crime Plan 2017-20 – Community Safety and Criminal Justice l Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
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Communities
ShAred OuTCOme: Communities have confidence in how we respond to their needs
AIm: Support safer and stronger communities

T

he police, in common with all other public service organisations, are
facing challenges as budgets reduce and types of crime that people
face change.

What people want is a police presence that can be seen and that deals
eﬀectively with local issues. the Constabulary has to balance this public
desire for police visibility with a rise in crimes such domestic violence, child
sexual exploitation and cybercrime. these crimes tend to take place
behind closed doors, not on the street, taking up oﬃcer time that is not
visible to the wider public.
the work of the diﬀerent agencies, such as healthcare providers, local
authorities and the emergency services, are linked. the work of one
impacts on the work of the others. often agencies are dealing with the
same people who have multiple issues and complex needs.
the solution is to make sure that services are aligned to support each

other and not duplicate each other’s work. Public services must actively
seek ways of sharing capabilities, intelligence and facilities to meet
people’s needs in a cost eﬀective way. there will be a particular focus on
the most vulnerable members of society such as those from minority
groups, the less abled and those in mental health crisis.
this partnership approach extends to the public, tapping into the
knowledge, good-will and enthusiasm of our citizens to support the
police, and others, in protecting our communities. Volunteers can provide
specialist advice, local intelligence and community work to support safer
and stronger communities. there are many ways to volunteer such as
through neighbourhood Watch, Speedwatch, Police Support Volunteers
and independent Custody Visitors.
through these actions we will address the issues that concern our
communities the most such as anti-social behaviour, road safety, hate
crime, criminal damage and street crime.
it is essential the public respect and trust their Constabulary and
confidence remains high. All public servants must maintain the highest
level of standards and behaviour. the College of Policing’s Code of ethics
defines standards of behaviour in policing. Positive engagement can
support public confidence and victim satisfaction. Where service delivery
or conduct is not to an appropriate standard this can have the opposite
eﬀect. We must have systems in place to deal with complaints
appropriately and to learn lessons for the future. the Commissioner
already has a role in monitoring police complaints. the Policing and Crime
Act 2017 will enable this oversight role to be increased.

14

Public
services must
actively seek
ways of sharing
capabilities,
intelligence and
facilities to meet
people’s needs
in a cost eﬀective
way.
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Communities Objectives
Joining-up service
provision to listen and
respond to day to day
community safety issues

Increase public
involvement
to improve community
understanding and
resilience

Inspire all public servants
to maintain the highest
levels of ethical behaviour
to ensure public confidence
and trust

PrIOrITIeS FOr ACTIOn
5 Jointly engage with all communities to understand and respond to local
concerns.

5 Build relationships with communities to gather information and intelligence
to prevent crime: high levels of witnesses, low levels of crime.

5 ensure the public have easy and eﬀective ways to contact the appropriate
service provider to get the information they need.

5 Promote public involvement through active participation and support
initiatives aimed at building community understanding and resilience.

5 Bring together services and systems to respond to community issues in a
sustained and co-ordinated way e.g. co-location, aligned activity and
information sharing.

5 educate and support local people to recognise vulnerable members of their
community and know how to help them.

5 reassure the public of the Constabulary’s commitment to local policing to
maintain public confidence and deal with issues of local concern such as road
safety, anti-social behaviour and Hate Crime.
5 extend the use and scope of police powers inside and outside the
Constabulary.

5 ensure there are recruitment, retention and progression policies that result in
a police force that is representative of the communities we serve.
5 ensure each member of the police force delivers the highest professional
standards in service to the public, demonstrating the values of respect,
honesty, integrity, openness and selflessness, in line with the Code of ethics.

Police and Crime Plan 2017-20 – Community Safety and Criminal Justice l Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
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Transformation
ShAred OuTCOme: We deliver improved outcomes and savings through innovation and collaboration
AIm: ensure value for money for taxpayers now and in the future

T

ransformation of the way we deliver public services in the
county is key to providing the savings required to deliver this
plan. this work is not limited to collaboration with other police
forces, through tri-force or seven-force alliances, but is now looking
much more widely. the Policing and Crime Act provides a framework
for joint working with the fire and rescue Service and in
Cambridgeshire this has already begun with a review of estates.
this builds on the existing work maximising the use and value of the
£35m police estate.

Budgetary
pressures are
set to continue,
with savings
of more than
£6m to be found
by the end
of 2019/20 in
policing alone.

the creation of a combined authority for Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough along with the devolution of powers also provides an
opportunity to work more closely to improve community safety.
nationally 84 per cent of what the police do is not crime-related. All
agencies need to understand the current and potential future
demand on their services, and whether they are the right service to
respond, to enable them to decide how they can best respond to
communities when they need them. Strong partnership governance
is vital so that when agencies in Cambridgeshire take decisions about
changing services we ensure that they do not have unintended
consequences for other organisations – we need to ensure that we
shrink together, not apart. in policing, new technology is an
important part of this jigsaw releasing both oﬃcer time, increasing
visibility and improving the quality of investigations. for example
body-worn cameras capture live evidence, mobile devices ensure

16

front line oﬃcers can update their records from within the
community and remote links into courts save oﬃcer travelling time.
technology is already transforming the way the police service
operates.
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Transformation Objectives
drive eﬃciency and
eﬀectiveness in
policing through
local, regional and
national collaboration

Work with partners to
realise the benefits for
community safety which
can be derived from
improved governance
and integrated delivery

Continue to drive
transformation within
Cambridgeshire
Constabulary

Identify the best way
for fire and policing to
work together in the
future

PrIOrITIeS FOr ACTIOn
5 use and improve understanding of demand to drive eﬃciency to protect
frontline services.
5 Continue to embed tri-force collaboration with Bedfordshire and
Hertfordshire as a means of achieving savings.
5 explore further opportunities to enhance frontline policing services by
maximising all opportunities to work collaboratively with other police forces,
driving out further eﬃciencies in the most ambitious police collaboration
programme yet with Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, norfolk,
Suﬀolk, essex and kent police forces.
5 ensure the benefits of new and historical investment in technology are
realised.
5 ensure Cambridgeshire’s voice is heard at a national level and influences
policy changes.

5 Work closely with local public sector leaders to identify the potential benefits
for community safety through new governance mechanisms such as the
combined authority and devolution of powers.
5 Develop the capacity and capability to undertake eﬀective community safety
and criminal justice commissioning, using grants and commissioning as
strategic leverage for evidence-based change.
5 use cash reserves strategically and work in partnership to maximise the use of
and value from the police estate.
5 invest in, and support the development of oﬃcers, police staﬀ and volunteers
to perform their role eﬃciently.
5 Work with the fire Authority to explore opportunities for fire and police to
work together.
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Finances
On this page we explain the main sources of finance for the Constabulary.
The budget
The main sources of funding for policing in Cambridgeshire come from a
government grant and the policing element of the council tax.
Details about the sources of funding and on how the money is spent can be found
in the Medium Term Financial Plan here. A summary of the Medium Term Financial
Plan can be found in the Appendix on Page 22.
Community Safety Funding – Police and Crime Reduction Grants
Police and Crime Commissioners have responsibility to make crime and disorder
reduction grants under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011. The
Act allows grants to be made that “will secure, or contribute to securing crime and
disorder reduction in the force area”.
A great deal of work has been undertaken to influence how partners approach
problems in communities which impact on all agencies. Working together on
mental health, addressing anti-social behaviour, responding to and preventing
problems caused by alcohol and drug misuse and safeguarding vulnerable people
are all issues which remain high on the Commissioner’s list of priorities.

Details of Community Safety grants awarded by the Police and Crime Commissioner
can be found here.
Victims
In 2014, Police and Crime Commissioners took over responsibility for commissioning
local support services for victims of crime. The Ministry of Justice provides the
Commissioner with a grant each year to enable services which best meet the needs
of local victims of crime to be funded.
In Cambridgeshire, the Commissioner leads an integrated model of support for
victims and witnesses which ensures victims receive the support they need to cope,
recover and, where possible, return to the life they had before the crime occurred.
Details of Victims’ support grants can be found here.
Police and Crime Commissioner’s Youth and Community Fund
Funding will be made available from the Police Property Act monies to fund small
projects to engage young people in positive community activities. Guidance on the
funding available can be found here. Details on projects awarded funds from the
Commissioner can be found here. Awards are prioritised for projects with outcomes
that complement priorities for young people in the Police and Crime Plan such as:
supporting the most vulnerable, diversion away from oﬀending or re-oﬀending and
building community understanding and resilience.
Projects awarded funds from the Commissioner’s Youth Fund can be found here.
Community Safety Accreditation Schemes (CSAS)
The Community Safety Accreditation Scheme (CSAS) allows the Chief Constable to
confer powers to the employees of appropriate external organisations. Powers are
conferred to address local issues such as disorder, road safety and other low level
oﬀending. The schemes currently operating can be found here.
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Business Intelligence Information

N

ationally, there has been clear move away from a purely quantitative or
numerical performance regime to one which is more qualitative and
embraces an assessment of vulnerability and impact on long term demand.
in 2010, the then Home Secretary abolished Home oﬃce performance targets. this
move is reflected in the assessments made by Her Majesty’s inspectorate of
Constabulary.

the Chief Constable is responsible for the delivery of policing and has arrangements
in place for the management of performance and the Constabulary’s response to
emerging issues. A vast range of performance information is monitored by the
Constabulary to inform decision making and prioritisation on a daily basis. it is
important to note that the indicators monitored are not targets. At a strategic level,
the Constabulary’s executive Board, force Performance Board and force Monthly
Performance Meeting each have a monitoring role.
in addition to formal reporting, the Commissioner uses feedback from the public to
help him to support and challenge the provision of policing in Cambridgeshire. He
also undertakes a programme of frontline visits to help him support and challenge
across the system of policing, community safety and criminal justice.
the performance information monitored by the Constabulary and the
Commissioner includes new data sets and will evolve over time to reflect
operational developments. Given the focus on the community safety and criminal
justice system as a whole, broader indicators rather than purely policing data have
been incorporated, this includes Ministry of Justice data on reoﬀending rates and
public health data. Partnership governance and the performance framework will be
developed further with partner agencies.
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Victims
Shared Outcome
5 Victims and witnesses are placed at
the heart of the criminal justice
system and have access to clear
pathways of support
Aim
5 Deliver a victim first approach

Objectives
5 The police respond to an
individual’s immediate needs and
safeguard them from potential
future victimisation
5 Victims and witnesses of crime can
access appropriate and
proportionate needs-led emotional
and practical support at all stages
of the Criminal Justice process
5 Victims and witnesses are treated
with respect and their needs are
acknowledged during the criminal
justice process

Business Intelligence Information
5 Satisfaction with service delivery
5 Mental health demand
5 Restorative Justice referrals
5 Outcome rates
5 Satisfaction with Victim and
Witness Hub service delivery
5 Crime Harm Index
5 Failed cases data

Objectives
5 Police enforcement disrupts
oﬀenders and deters would-be
oﬀenders
5 Oﬀenders are brought to justice
while ensuring the best outcomes
for victims
5 All agencies coming into contact
with oﬀenders ensuring they
address the causes of criminality
5 A partnership approach will be
taken that protects local
communities from crime and
manages the most complex
oﬀenders

Business Intelligence Information
5 Recorded crime
5 Drugs data
5 Liaison and Diversion Scheme data
5 Police responses
5 Out of court disposals
5 Outcome rates
5 Eﬀective trial/ineﬀective
trial/cracked trial/conviction rate
data
5 Re-oﬀending data
5 New entrants to criminal justice
system data
5 Violent crime

Oﬀenders
Shared Outcome
5 Oﬀenders are brought to justice
and are less likely to re-oﬀend
Aim
5 Reduce re-oﬀending
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Communities
Shared Outcome
5 Communities have confidence in
how we respond to their needs
Aim
5 Support safer and stronger
communities

Objectives
5 Joining up service provision to
listen and respond to day to day
community safety issues
5 Increase public involvement to
improve community
understanding and resilience
5 Inspire all public servants to
maintain the highest levels of
professionalism and ethical
behavior to ensure public
confidence and trust

Business Intelligence
Information
5 Public confidence
5 How safe do communities feel?
5 Hate crime
5 Anti-social behaviour
5 Volunteering
5 Complaints
5 Call handling
5 Killed and seriously injured
casualties
5 Workforce diversity

Transformation
Shared Outcome
5 We deliver improved outcomes and savings through
innovation and collaboration
Aim
5 Ensure value for money for taxpayers now and in the future

Objectives
5 Drive eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness in policing through local, tri-force,
(Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire) regional and national collaboration
5 Work with partners to realise the benefits for community safety which can be
derived from improved governance and integrated delivery
5 Continue to drive transformation within Cambridgeshire Constabulary
5 Identify the best way for fire and policing to work together in the future
Business Intelligence Information
5 Medium Term Financial Plan
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APPENDIX
Medium Term Financial Plan as at 31 March 2019
Where the money comes from (£’m)
Actuals
2018/19
£’000

Budget
2019/20
£’000

Budget
2020/21
£’000

Budget
2021/22
£’000

Budget
2022/23
£’000

83,399
11,868
33,203
5,806
1,126
2,703
1,190

88,227
15,066
35,896
5,373
1,215
2,196
1,341

90,015
16,466
36,679
5,482
1,250
2,265
1,487

91,222
16,795
37,705
5,595
1,286
2,265
1,821

92,434
17,131
38,756
5,709
1,323
2,265
2,271

GROSS REVENUE EXPENDITURE

139,295

149,314

153,644

156,689

159,889

Total Income
NET REVENUE EXPENDITURE
Contributions to/(from) Reserves

(1,223)
138,072
(2,755)

(1,356)
147,958
(1,547)

(1,356)
152,288
-

(1,356)
155,333
-

(1,356)
158,533
-

NET BUDGET REQUIREMENT (NBR)

135,317

146,411

152,288

155,333

158,533

EXPENDITURE
In-house Force Expenditure
Cost of Police pension
BCH Collaboration
Other Collaboration & Partnership
OPCC Oﬃce Running Costs
Corporate Costs and Grants
Capital Financing Costs

0.3

1.0

8
8

Formula Grant
MoJ Victims Grant

TOTAL FINANCING
Budget Gap

78,411
987
55,619
300

79,921
1,398
979
63,383
730

79,921
1,398
979
65,943
-

135,317

146,411

148,214

-

-

(4,047)

79,921
1,398
979
68,675
150,973
(4,360)

79,921
1,398
979
71,519
-

22

Precept
Collection Fund
Deficit/Surplus

1.1

2.7

1.2

33.2
82.2
11.9

153,817
(4,716)

The budget gap over the plan period will be financed by savings made through Collaboration, Local Policing Review, Procurement and Estates
The full Medium Term Financial Plan can be found at:
www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/transparency/financial-information/

8
8

What money is spent on (£’m)
5.8

FINANCED BY
Formula Grant
Pension Grant
MoJ Victims Grant
Precept
Collection Fund Deficit /Surplus

78.4

55.6

8
8
8
8

In-house Force Expenditure
BCH Collaboration

8
8

Cost of Police pension

8

Corportate costs and Grants

OPCC Oﬃce Running Costs
Capital Financing Costs

Other Collaborations
& Partnership
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